





Text analysis 






'rhetoric'
'techno rhetorike'


''The term is derived from the Greek techno rethorike, the art of
speech. An art connected with the use of people speaking as a means of

persuasion.''
(Linguistics)   
(Modern
Literary


criticism)
Leo Spizer 


Charles Bally





Karl Vossler 




Dante 
Divine Comedy
































The term 'stylistic' has been in use the early 19th century and in English it
is found as early as 1846 (Oxford English Dictionary). Stylistics as the 'art
of forming good style in writing and as, the science of literary style.' One

few of the meaning given in dictionaries.   
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(stylistics) 




      






    


The branch of linguistic study which is prima
rily concerned with this integration of language and literature. (Simpson,
1997. 2)




It is of course ultimately, some relation of linguistic

expression to other things that constitutes their meaning. The question is :
what sore of relation? My point is that it is not and cannot be, a relation
between two distinct orders of things. One alleged confronkation of language with facts, the alleged reference of expressions to things uninvolved
in language-this we cannot make sense of. If we divide language from other
things in this dualist fashion both are dissolved in a general blur.




Leach Geoffrey N, 3 short, Miehacl H


 
In its must general interpretation, the word 'STYLE' has a
fairly uncontroversial meaning, it refers to the way in which language is
used in a given context, by a given person, for a given purpose and so on.

       



























(Subjective) 












   stilistique







stylistik 
Ullmann





Stylistics is not a branch of linguistics, it is a parallel science
which examines the same problems from a different point of view.
Ullmann 
Linguistics Stylistik






      







Roughly speaking, two

utterances in the same language which convey approximeetely the same
information, but which are different in their linguistic structure, can be
said to differ in style.




A. Q. Morton 






































 














      






cumulative sum charts method. 







Cumulative sum charts method
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(Textual

Context)

  
    
(Extra-Textual)



(Textual Context) :
(Compositional Frame)



(Linguistic Frame)
































































It may Partly or exclusively
operate upon the experience of the man himself; but the more perfect the
artist, the more completely separate in him will be the man who suffers and
the mind which creates.
























       








































      
















































    













      






      





















































      
















 









      















































(repetition)

(parallelism) 
(cohesiveness) 




































With parallelism where

the language allows him to choice, he consistently limits himself to the
some option

















  



(D.S)
(sementies)   
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(Extra-Textual)
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